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BIO
After a decade in New York, Terra Alpaugh returned to her home
state last year to start her master’s in Environmental Science and
Management at the Bren School, UC Santa Barbara. She is
specializing in Climate and Energy, with an emphasis on the impacts
of climate change on water supplies and is contributing to research on
the potential global impacts of climate change on the wine industry.
Terra’s career path, however, has been in no way linear! Born and
raised in Los Angeles, Terra decamped to upstate New York to attend
Cornell University for a bachelor degree in history and international
relations. During that time, she studied abroad and traveled extensively
in China and Tibet, interned with the Natural Resource Conservation
Service in Wyoming, and then worked for the National Archives at the
Nixon Library on Watergate oral histories. After graduation, grant
writing for animal and habitat conservation projects at the LA Zoo
segued into work for the education-focused Guttman Foundation. For
the past two years, she served as the executive assistant to the Vice
Chancellor of Facilities Planning, Construction, and Management at
the City University of New York.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
INGRAIN. Our goal is to transform brewery waste into sustainable and
biodegradable packaging solutions. Brewers’ spent grain, the
byproduct of beer production, constitutes nearly 85 percent of a
brewery's waste stream. Smaller craft breweries produce up to 100,000
pounds of wet grain per month, and larger ones produce that same
amount per day. Waste disposal is a logistical concern for most craft
breweries, with traditional municipal pickup quickly becoming both
expensive and wasteful. A large number of breweries solve this issue
by partnering with local area farmers who agree to collect the waste as
a feed source for livestock. For all breweries, these relationships rarely
maximize the value presented by this potential commodity, and for
smaller breweries these arrangements are often inconvenient and
unreliable. Ingrain can provide a consistent waste disposal solution to
breweries while adding economic and environmental value beyond the
limited use of spent grain as animal feed. We propose to enhance the
economic and environmental value of the waste stream by converting
it into biomaterials such as six–pack holders, compostable cups, and
coasters, which could be marketed back to breweries as a means to
showcase their environmental responsibility. Through this process,
breweries close the loop on a major component of their waste
generation and realize greater economic potential through enhanced
brand value. In addition, they help to reduce the demand for virgin
resources, including wood and petroleum, and reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in the form of lengthy transportation and landfill emissions.
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Joseph M. Azzarelli
MIT

BIO
Joseph Azzarelli is a graduate student pursuing his Ph.D. in chemistry
at MIT, where he focuses on inventing novel classes of low-cost
wireless chemical sensors for water, food, agricultural, and industrial
applications. Prior to graduate school, he spent one year in Pfizer’s
Neuroscience unit in search of therapeutics to treat Alzheimer's
disease. He holds a bachelor of science degree in chemistry from
Montana State University, where he graduated Summa Cum Laude in
2010. His broad interests in entrepreneurship, intellectual property,
technology-transfer, and the intersection of science, policy, and the
free market led to his serving as former president of the MIT Science
Policy Initiative. Originally from Illinois, he moved to Evergreen,
Colorado, at the age of 13 where his passion for fly-fishing, snow
sports, and the outdoors flourished. He currently lives in Cambridge,
Massachusetts, where he’s taken up sailing and maintains his
connection to open spaces with infrequent excursions to Maine.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
We propose to make water quality information transparent with a
simple device unlike anything on the market: a low-cost, consumer
oriented, simple handheld device that uses proprietary, state-of-the-art
sensors to wirelessly deliver information about a water source or
beverage directly to a smartphone. From monitoring the effectiveness
of in-home water filters to providing peace of mind to travelers abroad,
our product, Tip, is a lightweight companion that can bring clarity of
mind to anyone who’s ever wondered what’s in their cup and how it
will affect their health. Amongst the factors that directly influence
human well-being such as air and food, water is unique in that it comes
in many different grades and is perceived as both a public and private
good. The provision of water of a suitable quality for drinking or
growing food is linked to environmental outcomes. Our core belief is
that people have a right to know what is in their water, and that
self-interested consumer behavior can be harnessed to transform the
relationship that consumers have with the status of the environments
from which their water originates.
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Jeff Batton
BIO
Port Orford Sustainable Seafood Jeff Batton is a serial entrepreneur with a diverse professional
background in start-ups, large corporations, and non-profit entities.
Most recently Jeff completed a 3-year turnaround project as CEO of
the Natural Baby Company, a Certified B Corporation in the baby
products industry. Prior to that, Jeff established a successful “executive
for hire” practice, assisting a wide variety of clients including Ecotrust
(contract loan officer), Wisetail (software sales), Schedulicity (interim
CFO), and Montana Community Development (new market
development). Previously Jeff opened the Montana market and became
Interim CEO for Alaska Growth Capital, a business consulting and
finance firm with more than $120 million in high-risk loans in Alaska
and Montana. He also spent five years leading aggressive growth as
chief financial officer and director of marketing for
PrintingForLess.com. Prior to relocating to Bozeman, Jeff completed
nearly a decade in corporate finance and start-ups in the Bay Area and
Chicago. He holds a B.S. in Finance from the University of Illinois.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Port Orford Sustainable Seafood is a for-profit subsidiary of a
fisheries-advocacy organization in Port Orford, Oregon. After several
years of limited success in producing and selling small-boat,
sustainably-caught seafood products, the company is now working to
grow its distribution. A key hurdle to this growth is in financing and
controlling an adequate amount of limited-entry fishing quota, which is
overseen by a variety of regulating agencies, including NOAA and the
State of Oregon.
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Bryse Gaboury
Electric Vine Industries

BIO
Bryse Gaboury has extensive experience in civil engineering and
construction management, primarily in Southeast Asia. Bryse
cofounded and has been the director of a Southeast Asia based
engineering consulting firm, Advancing Engineering (AE) for the
past six years. Bryse and his AE partner, Dr. Matt Basinger, are now
working to launch a new micro-utility venture in Indonesia to extend
energy access to the millions of unelectrified communities. Bryse
holds a master’s degree in Civil Engineering from Columbia
University, a bachelor’s degree in Architectural Engineering from the
University of Colorado and a Professional Engineering license in the
United States. He is also a member of the American Society of Civil
Engineers (ASCE), Engineers Without Borders USA, and is a
founding member of the Lighthouse Club Phnom Penh, Cambodia
Chapter.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Electric Vine Industries has developed a unique village
electrification architecture called the Solar Vine with a “smart meter”
at its core. Users pre-pay for electricity using their mobile phone.
The meters are connected to the mobile network and monitored
online via a smart-metering management software package. This
pre-payment approach to electricity sales combined with the ability
to remotely monitor generation assets and consumer activity ensures
sustainability, through matching payment cycles with end-user’s
variable income cycles.
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Davis Graves
Grassfed Beef Crisps

BIO
Davis Graves is a young entrepreneur currently working to promote
the viability of grassfed ranching practices through the growth of his
company, Grassfed Beef Crisps, which supports family ranchers by
using source-verified, grassfed beef in the production of a uniquely
thin-cut, artisan jerky. As one of two co-founders, he is largely
responsible for maintaining the operations and supply chain of the
product, as well as the branding and marketing. An Arizona native, he
received his B.S. in Sustainable Energy, Materials, & Technology,
and a minor in Economics from Arizona State University in 2013.
During his time at ASU, Davis became an intern with the Mayo
Clinic and led the development of an enterprise-wide Sustainability
Scorecard. Originally interested in renewable energy and corporate
sustainability, Davis was introduced to the concept of a `serial
entrepreneur' while volunteering for the Gen Next organization.
Naturally creative, he is a self-taught graphic designer and maintains
freelance design and photography projects while pursuing his own
entrepreneurial endeavors - he is currently in the early stages of
developing Seed & Sap Ciderworks, an Arizona-based craft cider
company. Davis enjoys the outdoors and traveling in his Volkswagen
camper van. He also enjoys music and regularly performs with his
older brother, Taylor, as The Brothers Too, near his home in Phoenix,
Arizona.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Sourced from local ranchers and made from 100% grassfed beef
raised with no added hormones or antibiotics, Grassfed Beef Crisps
are a deliciously healthy choice. The flavor comes from the beef
itself, not from any additives, sugars, or ingredients we can't
pronounce. And the thinness of the Crisps means no wrestling with
each bite. Perfect for on-the-go snacking, a quick protein boost, or as
a compliment to a fine wine or craft beverage. Each Crisp is carefully
and thinly sliced, then dried to a satisfying `crisp.' This thinness yields
an exceptionally unique taste and, frankly, an entirely new jerky
experience that is winning the hearts of the adventurous and
health-conscious alike! Each 1 OZ bag is dried from a full 1/4 lb of
grassfed beef and contains 19g of protein - a minimalist when it
comes to weight, but an over-achiever with respect to protein and
nutrition. With only 2-3 simple ingredients, and no added
preservatives, even the most discerning label-readers will be happily
impressed!
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David Groves
Private Capital for Public Good

BIO
David Groves is Executive Director of Private Capital for Public
Good. Prior to PCPG, David worked for a conservation-focused
nonprofit advocacy organization in Washington, DC. He
spearheaded a comprehensive campaign that resulted in passage of
a federal law to restrict the flow of illegally sourced wood products
into the United States. The law earned the United Nations’ 2011
Future Policy Award for being the world’s best new forest policy.
Following his time in Washington, DC, David earned a
sustainability-focused M.B.A. from Presidio Graduate School in
order to learn how the private sector, and the capital markets in
particular, can be utilized to advance conservation priorities.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Private Capital for Public Good (PCPG) works to unlock the
enormous pool of potential funding in the private capital markets
so projects that conserve natural resources can scale to a level
adequate to address the challenges we face. PCPG is currently
designing and structuring the first-ever Environmental Impact
Bond, a financial vehicle that will allow the U.S. Forest Service to
scale its forest restoration and wildfire prevention work across the
American West so that it can address the enormous and growing
problem of catastrophic wildfire.
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Cole Mannix
Ranchers Original

BIO
Cole is part of the 5th generation of his family’s Mannix Ranch (est.
1883) in Helmville, MT, where he grew up raising livestock and
learning about ranching. After undergraduate degrees in biology and
philosophy at Carroll College in Helena, he earned his master’s
degree in theology at Boston College and taught at his alma mater
before returning to work in agriculture full time. With Ranchers
Original, Cole is working with a group of ranchers and partners to
create a beef business grounded in land stewardship that facilitates
long term ecological and social health. He is committed to creating
greater understanding and trust between ranchers and consumers.
Cole enjoys playing guitar, banjo, hiking, hunting, and being with
friends. Hi lives with his wife Eileen in Helena.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Ranchers Original (name soon to change) is a Montana LLC
designed to buy cattle from our core group of producers and from
other ranches in the Montana region, oversee beef processing, and
market the various products through the highest value channels
available. Our core value proposition is quality beef that comes
from excellence in ecological stewardship, and successfully answers
all the legitimate ecological, social, and ethical concerns that have
been raised against the conventional beef industry.
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Angela Smith
Shark Team One

BIO
Angela Smith, Founder of Shark Team One, is a passionate
conservationist, photographer, explorer and ocean advocate. In
addition to running Shark Team One, she has worked with SHARK
SAVERS | WildAid, Bimini SharkLab, the Guy Harvey Ocean
Foundation, Nova Southeastern University Oceanographic Center
and the Nature Conservancy. She has also been a business
development consultant specializing in technology working with
BBN Technologies (now Raytheon) and before that worked in film,
video, and online media with companies such as CBS, NBC, PBS,
Universal Pictures, Warner Brothers and Discovery. She has held
managing director and executive producer positions at Propaganda
Films in Los Angeles, New York Media Group and Metropolis
Group - London/New York. Angela was recently asked to join
Southeast Florida Coral Reef Initiative (SEFCRI), A National Action
Plan by United States Coral Reef Task Force (USCRTF), and is a
working group member representing non-governmental
organizations for “Our Florida Reefs,” a community planning
process for conservation of Southeast Florida’s coral reef tract where
she is developing federal and state management strategies for marine
protected areas. She is also on the Board of Directors of South
Florida Underwater Photography Society (SFUPS), American Shark
Conservancy (ASC), and is honored to be a member of Ocean Artists
Society (OAS). Angela lives in South Florida and can be found scuba
diving, working on underwater conservation photography, or
rescuing endangered sea turtle hatchlings during the wee hours of the
night during the summer.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
In response to the rapid decline of elasmobranch species around the
world, I created Shark Team One, a team of scientists,
conservationists, filmmakers, and partner organizations, who are
working with me to help save sharks and our oceans. Currently we
train citizen scientists and conservationists through ambassadorship
and educational expeditions as well as provide a means for scientists
to conduct funded shark research in the field. Activities and research
projects completed so far include successful expeditions to study
shark population density in South Florida, feeding behavior within
shark subspecies at Guadalupe Island versus the same species in
South Africa, and migratory pattern studies in the Bahamas. On these
expeditions it is clear that we need a way to gather and analyze data
electronically that can be used for both science collaboration and
marine protected area enforcement. The Institute venture centers
around building the apps, web infrastructure, and finding funding. I
have technology partners in mind but input on this would be great as
well.
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Ethan Turpin
Artist and Media Producer

BIO
Ethan Turpin's creative practice blends old and new media to
examine humanity's complex relationships with nature. Working as
a video producer and artist, his documentaries and art installations
have shown in film festivals, galleries, and museums nationwide,
spanning topics such as complexity theory, endangered species, and
wildfire. Ethan's collaborative exhibit, "The Bee Cell" is on view at
the Santa Barbara Museum of Natural History. His solo exhibit
"Stereocollision" showed at the California Museum of Photography
in 2012 after his granting of The Visions From The New California
Award in 2010. He received a BFA in 1997 from the Kansas City
Art Institute. Ethan enjoys adventuring into the story of a landscape,
the wilds of his studio, or the mystery of a dinner party, in equal
measure.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Over the past few years I've combined my skills as a contemporary
artist with those of filmmaker that focus on our complex
relationships with nature. In this capacity I am contracting with the
SERI Fire Working Group at the Bren School for Environmental
Science and Management in order to help the team communicate
their research to other scientists and to the public through various
forms of media. This ranges from conceptual diagrams to
room-sized environments composed of video projections. My plan
is to further develop my Burn Cycle and Entering Wildfire projects
for museum and public fire safety organizations, building a business
framework along the way. As pure science has become increasingly
politicized it is important to bridge gaps between researchers and
the public, and between institutions as well. I was in the room at
PERC when a brilliant scientist emphasized that we have plenty of
research results, what is needed are better ways to connect it with
people's values. I've begun to find ways that I can help reveal art
within the data and put people inside important stories. As my
contact both widens and deepens with people working in these
fields, I hope to collaborate on innovating new ways of seeing
natural wonder in complex systems so that we may be better
stewards and students of The Earth.
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Griffin Vanze
Experienced Apparel

BIO
Griffin Vanze is the Founder of Experienced Apparel, a clothing
company that utilizes recycled materials exclusively in its designs
to offer on-trend, affordable looks while maintaining a
commitment to sustainability. As Founder, Griffin oversees all
aspects of the business, from researching the market opportunity to
getting product to market. Previously Griffin served on the
corporate development team at Ocean Conservancy, working to
form partnerships with Fortune 500 companies on solutions to
ocean trash. Before joining Ocean Conservancy, Griffin lived in
Namibia as a Peace Corps Volunteer, where he taught English at a
primary school, among other activities including HIV/AIDS
education and community development. Prior to the Peace Corps,
Griffin attended Haverford College in Pennsylvania, receiving his
Bachelor's in Spanish Literature. Griffin loves all things outdoors,
from hiking to canoeing to snorkeling (fun fact: he once beat a
whale shark in race). He also has a cosmopolitan side to him and
enjoys cooking, finding cheap and delicious restaurants, and
fashion. He lives in Boston, MA, with his wife, Carmen.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
Experienced Apparel is a sustainable clothing company for a new
generation of green consumer. Unlike expensive organic apparel
lines that currently dominate the eco-friendly clothing market,
Experienced Apparel utilizes recycled materials exclusively in its
designs to enable competitive pricing while featuring on-trend
aesthetics. Through Experienced Apparel's give-back program,
customers can donate used clothing to the company in return for
discounts on future purchases, preventing clothing waste while
rewarding customers for their good deeds.
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Jacquelyn Wallace
Okanogan Land Trust

BIO
Jacquelyn Wallace is the Conservation Director for the Okanogan
Land Trust in north central Washington, where she directs the land
trust’s conservation and stewardship programs. She has more than 12
years of experience designing and directing innovative conservation
programs, ranging from an award-winning urban conservation
initiative in North Carolina to a community-based conservation project
in Indonesian Borneo. An entrepreneur at heart, she is currently
exploring ways to harness private investment to accelerate land and
water conservation. Jacquelyn lives in the beautiful Methow Valley of
Washington and enjoys biking, skiing, surfing, and traveling with her
husband, Jimmy.
INSTITUTE VENTURE
With land and water conservation projects needing capital to finance
conservation, and impact investors with dollars ready to invest in
conservation, I am proposing to develop “NatureBator” a conservation
incubator that will leverage impact investment to create a secure water
supply, productive agricultural land, healthier forests, and community
parks and greenspaces across the Northwest United States.
NatureBator will 1) establish a network of conservation-minded impact
investors, 2) create an “incubation space” where conservation
organizations can co-develop projects with investors, and 3) build
investment-grade pilot projects to test and refine NatureBator’s
approach.
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